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Reflecting on Abuse and Neglect 
 
This is a fictionalized account of actual events that occurred on a U.S. military installation. The 
names, exact dates, locations, and service-specific terminology have been changed or neutralized. 
To create the activities in this and subsequent lessons, we started with the facts of a real criminal 
investigation and lawsuit. What you will read here goes beyond the facts recorded in the criminal 
case by imagining details of individual’s thoughts, feelings, and actions. Although much of what you 
will read here is fiction, the sequence of events and the tragic consequences are very real. 
 
This activity introduces you to Braden and Bethany’s story. Some direct care staff members have 
read the same scenario in their lessons, but they will answer different reflection questions. This 
story has been specifically chosen to highlight in the T&Cs track because this family’s experiences 
might be applicable across your work with different age groups. The family had children of different 
ages in a variety of child and youth programs. The purpose of this activity is for everyone to be 
familiar with the facts of a real case and to reflect on issues that are relevant to their roles.  
 
Braden and Bethany’s Story: Part 1 
Braden (age 9) and Bethany (age 11) were biological siblings who had been in and out of foster 
care since they were toddlers. Now pre-teens, they had been placed in the home of Derrik and 
Melinda Miller. The Millers were in the process of formally adopting Bethany and Braden. Neighbors 
and friends often joked that the Millers were “saints” for taking in pre-teens. Mr. Miller was an 
active-duty Service member, and the family lived on a military installation on the east coast. They 
were, by all appearances, a respected, affluent, devout, and happy family. The family had two 
biological sons (ages 12 and 15) and one adopted daughter (age 2) living in the home. All of the 
family’s children attended the installation’s child and youth programs: the Child Development Center 
for the 2-year-old, the School-Age Program for Braden and Bethany, and the teen center for the two 
older sons.  
 
After a few weeks in the home, Derrik and Melinda called a family meeting on a Friday evening. The 
meeting began by sharing the rules for the family home. On the table sat 3 items: a belt, a piece of 
rubber hosing, and something that looked like a riding crop. Derrik told the children how important 
discipline was in their family. “I know you two have been on your own a lot and with lots of different 
families. It’s different here. Here we expect obedience.” He showed each of the three items to the 
children and explained how and when they might expect to receive a beating with each item. When 
Braden rolled his eyes, Derrik said, “That is exactly what I am talking about.” He forced Braden to 
stand up and receive a beating with the belt. Melinda told the children that the parents and older 
siblings would help “train the children how to behave.” She handed the piece of rubber tubing to 
their 12 year old biological son. “Caleb will help you learn. Bethany, it was not ok for you to refuse 
to eat your dinner tonight. I cooked that dinner for you, and you will be respectful at meals. There 
will be no food or drink until you learn to eat what’s given to you. You can try again at dinner 
tomorrow night. Until then, Caleb will make sure you do not go into the kitchen or drink out of the 
sinks. Tomorrow night you will sit at the table. You will say, “Please,” and “Thank you, ma’am,” and 
you will eat everything on your plate. Is that clear?”  
 
By lunchtime the next day, Bethany was very hungry. Braden tried to sneak some food to her. Caleb 
saw the whole thing. While his parents watched, Caleb beat Braden so badly that he suffered a 
broken bone. When Derrik heard Braden crying, Derrik just said, “I’m disappointed you disobeyed. 
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You’ll heal. I don’t want to see you crying or hear another thing about it.” Braden never saw a 
doctor for his injuries. 
 
Later that night, Melinda made a post on her parenting blog. On it she wrote about the need for 
obedience and peace in the home. She wrote about how spanking a child can “bring peace” and 
“help set the boundaries that help the child know they are loved.” She wrote about helping pre-
teens “overcome their evil selves” and “learn to be a family.” 
  
All of the Miller’s children attended the same public school system. They also attended the school-
age and teen programs on the installation. Bethany and Braden often got in trouble for their 
behavior at school and in the programs.  Bethany challenged anyone in authority. She would scream 
and swear at adults. Both children got in fights regularly. They were seen by social workers and 
mental health professionals who encouraged the Millers to keep providing consistent routines and 
firm boundaries.  
 
One afternoon in the school-age program, Braden was having a snack with friends. A staff member 
overheard several of the children bragging about the spicy foods they could eat. He heard Braden 
say, “That’s nothing. Even our baby brother has to eat hot sauce. Whenever I talk back, I have to 
eat a whole spoon of hot pepper…so I can handle spicy stuff better than you.” He saw Caleb quickly 
jump up, grab Braden by the shirt, and say, “Shut up. You are such a liar. You should be happy you 
even have a place to live. Don’t talk about my parents.” Braden looked completely frightened by the 
incident. The staff member separated the boys, and made a note of what he heard and saw. He 
talked to his manager about it. They decided they would monitor the situation. They both agreed 
with each other that Braden often told stories that didn’t seem true, but that Caleb’s behavior (and 
Braden’s fearful reaction) was unusual. They kept a record of the encounter and decided to try to 
find resources to help build a relationship between Caleb and Braden.  
 
Not long later, Bethany confided in a staff member at the school-age program. Bethany had grown 
to trust and look up to the staff member, Sasha. Bethany told Sasha about the beatings and about 
“obedience tests” that she was forced to perform. She said the Miller’s oldest biological son, Jonah 
(age 15), helped his parents teach the children how to obey. He began giving Bethany “obedience 
tests” where he would ask her to do a variety of tasks. If she did not comply, he would tell his 
parents that she had been “disobedient.” She said it was usually ok, but last night he made her lay 
underneath him in her bed. She was scared to go home. She begged Sasha never to tell anyone. 
Sasha said she could not make that promise and that she wanted Bethany and her brother to be 
safe. She talked to her manager, who also remembered the recent incident with Braden, and made 
a report to Family Advocacy Programs (FAP) about the conversation.  
 
Family Advocacy Programs took the report, and an investigation began shortly after the report was 
made. The Millers lost custody of all 5 of their children. Ultimately, Derrik and Melinda were arrested 
and charged with endangerment, assault, and conspiracy. They face a maximum of 10 years in 
prison if convicted.  
 
Reflection Questions for Training and Curriculum Specialists: 
 
The Miller’s Story seems like an obvious example of child abuse and neglect. In reality, though, it 
was hard to tell just how much danger the children were in.  
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Why do you think it is so challenging to recognize abuse and neglect? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Think about the fact that we often only have a small piece of information about a child’s 
experience: 

 What might you see or hear directly?  

 
 
 

 What might you see or hear through staff members? 

 
 
 

 What might you see or hear through families (either the Miller family or other 

families in the program)? 

 
 
 

What types of child abuse or neglect do you think the children in the Miller house were 
experiencing? 
 
 
 
 
 
Although nothing is said in this story about the two-year old child who attends the CDC, 
what do you think she is experiencing? How might you support staff members who 
work in that program?  
 
 
 
 
 
Do you think some types of child abuse and neglect are easier for staff members (or 
yourself) to identify than others? Why or why not? If so, which ones? 
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Think about the definition of child abuse and neglect. Be prepared to help staff 
members recognize harm and imminent risk of harm. Respond to each component 
below: 
 

 A recent act or failure to act: What did adults do to mistreat children in the Miller house? 

What did they not do? 

 
 

 On the part of a parent or caretaker: Who was involved in the abuse or neglect? Who 

else was victimized? 

 

 
 Which results in death, serious physical or emotional harm, sexual abuse or 

exploitation: What harm did the children experience? You will learn more about the signs 

of abuse and neglect in Lesson 2. 

 
 

 Or an act or failure to act which presents an imminent risk of serious harm: What 

situations presented an imminent risk of harm?  
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